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In this paper we prove uniqueness theorems of the Cauchy problem for 
general 2 x 2 genuinely nonlinear conservation laws and of isentropic gas 
dynamics equations, not necessarily convex. We consider solutions which are 
piecewise continuous and have a finite number of centered rarefaction waves in 
each compact set. We require the solutions to satisfy an extended entropy 
condition (E) which reduces to Lax’s shock inequalities (L) when the system 
is genuinely nonlinear. ’ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the system of general 2 x 2 conservation laws 
Ut +f(% 40 = 0, 
t 3 0, --oo<x<co, 
*t + g(u, 47 = 0, 
(1.1) 
where u = U(X, t), v = w(x, t) and f, g E C3( U) for some open set U in UP. 
A bounded measurable function (u, w)(x, t) is called a weak solution of the 
Cauchy problem (1.1) with initial data 
if 
j-j-,, [u& + f(u, v) &] dx dt + s, o ur,+ dt = 0, 
(1.3) 
j-j-,, Wt + & ~1 dd dx dt + j- Q+ dx = 0, 
t-o 
for all smooth functions 4(x, t) with compact support in t 3 0. Suppose that 
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a weak solution (u, V) has a discontinuity along x = x(t). Then the following 
Hugoniot condition (H) holds across the discontinuity. 
w 
s = f(u+, Vi> - f(u- 9 v-) _ Au+ 7 fJ+) - g(u- > v-1 
U+ - u- u- - v- 
, 
where (u, , w+) = (u, W)(X + 0, t), (u- , V-) = (u, V)(X - 0, t), and s = a(t). 
From now on, we assume that 
fi, < 0 and gu < 0 (1.4) 
for all (u, v) in U. Equation (1.4) implies that system (1.1) is hyperbolic, that 
is, d(f, g) has real and distinct eigenvalues A, < A, and the corresponding right 
eigenvectors can be taken in the form 
71 = (1, a#, Yg = (1, a$; gu ai = hi - g, = 
4 -fu 
fv 
a2 < 0 < a, , i = 1,2, 
System (1.1) is genuinely-nonlinear in the sense of Lax [4] if 
ri . dAi # 0, i = 1,2. 
For the isentropic gas dynamics equations 
Ut - w, = 0, 
vt + P(U), = 0, P’(U) < 0, 
Eq. (1.6) is equivalent to 
p” rf 0. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(l-7) 
(14 
The uniqueness of weak solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.7) and (1.2), 
when (1.7) is genuinely nonlinear, was obtained by Godunov [2], Oleinik [7], 
Rozhdestvenskii [8], Douglis [l], and Hurd [3] under certain smoothness and 
ordering conditions on the solutions and the assumption that the solutions 
satisfy the following Lax’s shock inequalities (L) across any discontinuity 
((u- 9 0 @+ 9 v+>l (cf. [41). 
ML , v-1 > s > w, , fJ+) and s < &(u+ , w+), 
CL) or 
&(u- , a-) > s > h(u+ , v+) and s > Al(U- , w-). 
However, only Oleinik [7] considered the class of functions sufficiently 
broad to include centered rarefaction waves. 
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The purpose of this paper is first to establish the uniqueness theorem of the 
Cauchy problem (1.7) and (1.2) when (1.7) is not necessarily genuinely 
nonlinear, in the class of functions (u, V) containing a finite number of 
rarefaction waves in each compact set and which satisfy the following extended 
entropy condition (E) across any discontinuity {(u- , V-); (u+ , v+)) (cf. [5]): 
w u(u, w; ZL , w-) > u(u+ , w+; u- , w-) 
for all (u, V) between (u- , w-) and (u+ , v+) with 
o(u, 0; u- , w-) = 
f(U, w) - f(u- , v-> = & 4 - g@- ’ w-) . 
u - u- w - w- 
The uniqueness of weak solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1) and (1.2), 
when (1.1) is genuinely nonlinear, is also established in the class of functions 
(u, w) which contains finite number of centered rarefaction waves in each 
compact set and satisfies condition (L), or, equivalently, condition (E), 
across any discontinuity. 
2. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM AND CONDITION (E) 
In this section we recall briefly the results obtained in [5] and [6] about the 
Riemann problem and condition (E). 
The Riemann problem {(ur , w,); (u7 , w,)} is the Cauchy problem (1 .l) with 
initial data 
@(x9 o>, 4% 0)) = (Ul 3 01) for x < 0, 
= (UT > 4 for x > 0. (2.1) 
For (us, ws) in U, the shock set S(u, , ws) is the set 
quo , qJo) = 
I 
(u, w) g l-J f(u, 4 - mo ’ wo) = Au, “p? 9 wo> 
u - u. 0 
= uJ(u, w; 43 > wo) , I 
where cr(u, w; u. , wo) is the shock speed. As in [6], we assume that S(u, , wo) = 
~I@0 > wo> ” %(uo > w ) 0 such that S,(u, , wo) is a curve lying in the first and 
third quadrants of (u. , wo) and S,(u, , w,) is a curve lying in the second and 
fourth quadrants of (u. , wo), and 
+4~;uo,~o) <h(%fJ) for all (il, w) E S,(u, , wo), 
4% w; uo 9 wo) > &(u, w) for all (u, w) E S,(u, , wo). 
(2.2) 
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The rarefaction curwe &(u, , o,), i = 1,2, through the point (u,, , wO) is the 
integral curve of the vector field (I, a,). We assume that along any rarefaction 
curve Ri(uo , z1J, i = 1,2, 
ri . dA, = 0 at only isolated points. (2.3) 
Suppose that (u+ , v+) E S,(K , v-), and {(u- , w-); (u+ , u+)} satisfies 
condition (E). Then the discontinuity x = x(t) through (0, 0), with S(t) = 
U(U- , w-; u+ , w,), (u- , v-) = (u, w)(x - 0, t) and (u+ , w+) = (u, V)(X + 0, t), 
is called a centered shock {(u- , w-); (u+ , w+)}. When u(u- , w-; u+ , w+) equals 
either X~(U- , W-) or Xi(U+ , w+), the shock is also called a centered contact 
discontinuity. 
Suppose that (ul , wl) E &(z+, , wJ, u1 > uO, and ri . dhi > 0 for all 
(u, w) E &(uo , wo> between (ul , w ) 1 and (uO , w,). Then there exists a unique 
solution (II, w)(x, t) defined on {(x, 1) 1 h,(u, , wO) < x/t < X,(ul , vI)) which 
satisfies (cf. [4]) 
4 = h((% 4(x, t)), (u, w>(x, 4 E &(Uo > %>- 
04 w)(x, 9 = (uo 9 wo> for ((x, t) I (4) = Go , wo% (2.4) 
(UP 4(x, t) = @I > 4 for ((x, t) I (x/t) = &(ul , ~J~. 
We call such a unique solution a centered rarefaction wuwe {(u” , wO); (ul , wl)}. 
A centered rarefaction wave {(u,, w,); (ul , w,}, u1 < u0 , can also be established 
when yi * dA, < 0 for all (u, w) E Ri(uo , w,,) between (~1 , wl) and (uO , wO). 
Let h,(u, et; u,, , w,,) be a nonzero tangent to Si(uO , w,,) at (u, w) E S,(U, , wO) 
such that hi(u, , wo; u. , w o ) = ri(uo , wo), i = 1,2, and let d/dpi be the deriva- 
tive along Si(uo , wo). That is, 
dIdpi = hi . V. 
The following lemmas and theorem are found in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that (u, v) E &(u, , w,), i = 1 OY 2 and u > u. . 
Then we huwe 
(i) da/dp > 0 ;f and only if cr < hi at (u, w), and 
(ii) daldp < 0 if and only ;f (T > Ai at (u, v). When u < u. , we hwe 
(iii) du/dp > 0 ifund only if a > Ai at (u, w), and 
(iv) du/dp < 0 if and O~ZJJ if u < Xi at (u, w). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that (ul , vl) E &(u, , w,), i = 1 OY 2, and {(u. , w,); 
(ul , w,)} satisfies condition (E). Then 
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THEOREM 2.1. There exists at most oue solution to the Riemann problem 
{(u& , q), (u, , a,)} in the class of finite number of centered shocks, rarefaction 
waves, and contact discontinuities. 
3. SHOCK AND RAREFACTION CURVES 
In this section, we derive some basic properties of Si and R, curves. In 
the lemmas below, we always assume that V is a compact domain in U. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that (u(S), v(6)) is a continuous function of 6 and 
belongs to V for 6* > 6 > 0, and that (u(6), v(6)) --t (u, , v,,) as 6 -+ 0, , for 
some constants (uO, q,). Then &(u(S), v(6)) -+ &(u,, , q,) and Ri(u(S), v(6)) -+ 
Ri(uo , v,,), i = 1, 2, uniformly in V as 6 + 0, . 
Proof. Since Ri is the integral curve of the smooth vector field (1, ai), it 
follows that R,(u(6), v(6)) ---f Ri(u ,, , ‘ug) from the elementary theory of 
ordinary differential equations. 
For the shock curves S( , i = 1,2, we first note that $(u,, , v,,) is tangent 
to R&o , ~a) at (u,, , vs) and is an integral curve of the vector field (cf. [9]): 
quo , vo; 4 v) = ((u - uo>f& 4 
+ f (UP 4 - f (uo ? vo) - (u - uo) g&4 v), (u - ILg) g&4 v) 
+ g(u, 4 - duo 9 vo) - (v - %>fu(% 4). 
The vector field F(u o , 0,; u, v), (u, , vo) fixed, is nonzero along St(uo , et,) - 
I(u0 , vo>>. In fact, if QO , vo; u, 4 = 0 at (u, v) E Si("O , 00) - {(u. , vo)}, 
then (0 - fJ(u - g,) - f,g, = 0, a = u(uo , vo; u, v), and thus (I = A, . But 
F(u, , v,; u, V) is obviously nonzero when a = A, . Therefore F(u, , v,; u, V) is 
nonzero along Si(UO , Vo) - {(u. , Uo)}. 
Since F(u, , ~~‘0; u, V) is smooth with respect to (u. , vo), the vector field 
F(u(S), ~(6); u, w) is nonzero for (u, V) in a small neighborhood of &(u,, vo)n V 
not in a small neighborhood of (u o , vo), when 6 is small. The lemma follows 
from the facts that &(~(a), v(6)) is the integral curve of F(u(6), v(6); u, v) 
through (u(6), v(6)) and is tangent to R,(u(6), v(6)) at (u(6), V(S)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that (2.3) holds. Then duldp, a = u u, v; u. , v,,), ( 
ha isolated zuos along Si(uo , vo), i = 1 or 2. 
Proof. If du/dy. = 0 at (u, v) E Si(uo , et,), then u = A, at (u, v) by 
Lemma 2.1. It can be shown that S,(u, , vo) is tangent to Ri(% , v,) at (u, v). 
The lemma follows from (2.3). Q&D. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that assumptions in Lemma 3.1 hold and (C(S), G(S)) 
me continuous functions of 6, and (S(S), a(S)) E S,(u(S), o(S)), i = 1 or 2. If 
+(S), v”(Q @), f@>) - u. and (u(S), v(S)) -+ (u,,, w,) as 6 + O,, then (22(S), 
5(S)) + (6, 5) us 8 --f 0+ for some (a, v”) E &(u,,, v,,) with o(E, 5; uO, q,) =: CT,,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we can find (u*(S), v*(S)) E S,(u, , q,) with 
1 u*(S) - C(S)1 + 1 v*(S) - v”(S)1 -+ 0 as 6 -+ 0, . Therefore 
Since du/dp has isolated zeros along Si(uo , no), we have (U*(S), n*(S)) -+ 
(z?, 5) as 6 --+ 0, for some (a, 5) E &(u,, , wo). This proves the lemma. 
4. ASSUMPTIONS 
In this paper we consider piecewise continuous solutions (u, V) of (1.1) 
and (1.2) which contain a finite number of lines of discontinuity and centered 
rarefaction waves in each compact set in &-plane. For each point (x0 , to), 
there is a small domain Q with {(x, to) I --E < x < l } as part of its boundary 
such that the only lines of discontinuity of (u, V) in Q are smooth curves 
A 1,“‘, A, and B1,..., B, issued form((x,, to) (see Fig. 1). Here Ai, i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
are l-shocks with slope l/si at (x0, to) and Bi, i = 1, 2,..., m, are 2-shocks 
with slope l/s,* at (x0 , o t ). Let WI , the region of 1-rarefaction waves, be the 
set of all (x, t) in Q such that there is a l-characteristic curve connecting 
(x, t) and (x0 , to). The region of 2-rarefaction wawes W, is defined similarly. 
Since we assume that all discontinuities satisfy extended entropy condition (E), 
it follows from Lemma 2.2 that WI contains the portion of Q bounded by 
A, and A, , and W, contains the portion of Q bounded by B, and B, . The 
region Q - {WI u W,} is divided into I, II, and III as shown in Fig. 1. 
t 
-t- 
x 
p+$* 
(X0’ to) 
FIGURE 1 
More precisely, we consider solutions (u, w) satisfying the following 
con&ions. 
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(a) For any (x, t) in Wi , i = 1,2, / ut + hduz / < t(t - t,,) and 
1 hi - ((x - x,)/(t - t,,)) < ~(t - t,,) for some 5 and 11 defined on (0, a), 
o > 0, such that 5 ELJO, a), y(t)/t E~(O, o) and limt,,,+ q(t) = 0. 
(B) For any (x, t) in WI u W2, I ut I + I u, I < F/(t - 41)) + 4dt - 44 
for some K > 0, 5, ELi(0, a), u > 0. 
(y) For (x, t) in Q - {WI U Wd, I ut I + I % I < Edt - 4,) for SOme 
52 E w, 4. 
Without loss of generality, we may take [ = t1 = 5s . 
In [7], Oleinik proved the uniqueness theorem of the Cauchy problem 
(1.7) and (1.2) when p” > 0 in the class of functions (u, v) satisfying 
(i) (u, v) is piecewise continuous and near the center of rarefaction 
waves, it is close to the solution of the corresponding Riemann problem. 
(ii) For (x, t) in the region of centered rarefaction waves, 
u(t, , X) - u(t, , x) > K(t, - ta) for some constant K. (4.1) 
(iii) For (x, t) outside th e region of centered rarefaction waves, 
u(t, , x) - u(t, , x) < K(tr - ta) for some constant K (4.2) 
Oleinik’s conditions are satisfied if we assume that for (x, t) in Wi , 
i = 1 or 2, hi - (x - x,)/(t - t,) = o(t - t,), V(hi - (x - x,)/(t - to) = 
o(t - t,)/(t - t,,); and for (x, t) in Q - {WI u W,}, 1 ut 1 and I u, I are 
bounded. Our conditions (a), (/3), and (7) do not imply Oleinik’s; nor do 
Oleinik’s assumptions imply (LU), (/I), and (7). However, since we do not 
assume the convexity condition p” > 0, it is obvious from the study of 
Riemann problems in [5] that ordering conditions similar to (4.1) and (4.2) 
are not sufficient to guarantee the uniqueness of weak solutions for the Cauchy 
problem. 
Our next lemma shows that assumptions on the smoothness of charac- 
teristic curves alone yield the condition (CL). 
LEMMA 4.1. suppose that for (x, t) in wi , i = 1, 2, 1 Yi . dhi [ > c 
at (u, v)(x, t)for some C > 0, and that 
I(Qt + Xi(hi)z I d lJt - tlJl(t - 44 (4.1) 
for some inawsing function 5 on [0, u], lim,,O+ t(t) = 0 and (c(t)/t) ELJO, u]. 
Then condition (a) holds. 
Proof. Since 
(4)t + h(h), = V(hi) ’ (% + &U, p Vt + &Vr) 
= V(h) ’ (Ut $- hc)( 1 p a) = (ut + Q&)Yi * dhi 3 
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and thus 1 ut + &ur / < [(t - t,)/C(t - t,). It remains to prove that 
( X,(x, t) - ((x - x&t - t,))\ < t;(t - to). By condition (E), the i-charac- 
teristic curve &(x, t) passing through (x, t) meets (x0, t,). Therefore, if 
Ai@, t) - ((x - x,)/(t - to)) = D, th en, by the mean value theorem, there 
is (x1 , tr) E &(x, t) with h,(xr , tr) = (x - x,)&t - t,). Again, by the mean 
value theorem, there is (x a , ta) E Zi(x, t) between (x, t) and (x1 , ti) with 
(&)t + %w(x a , ta) = D(t - tr). Therefore D(t - tl) < [(t - t,)/(t - to), 
and thus D < t(t - to). This finishes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
As will be shown in Section 5, ri . dhi is bounded away from zero in W, and 
W, , and thus condition (a) can be replaced by (4.1). 
5. LOCAL BEHAVIORS OF SOLUTIONS 
In the following lemmas, we assume that (u, w) satisfies (a), (,!I), and (y) of 
Section 4. For simplicity, we take (x0 , t,,) = (0,O). 
LEMMA 5.1. There exist (ul , TJJ and (u,. , pl,) in U such that (u, u)(x, t) -+ 
(q , z(J a (x, t) + (0,O) in I and (ti, 0)(x, t) + (u, , w,) as (x, t) -+ (0,O) in III. 
Proof. Since the discontinuities A, and B, satisfy condition (E), by 
Lemma 2.2, the “domain of depencence” of I is {(x, 0) 1 --E < x < 0} and 
that of III is {(x, 0) 1 0 < x < e} for some E > 0. The lemma follows from 
condition (r). Q.E.D. 
Let I be any smooth curve issued from (0,O) and contained in region II. 
For 6 > 0,6 small, let C(6) be the integral curve of vector fields (1, h,(u, o))(x, t) 
in the xt-plane that passes through the point (x, 6) on 1. Denote by 
(u+i(q, v+qq) = (4 +yq + 0, WV) 
and (U-~(S), V-~(S)) = (u, v)(xt(6) - 0, @(a)), where (xi(S), t”(8)), i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
is the intersection of C(6) with Ai . 
LEMMA 5.2. For any (cc, t) on C(6) between (x”(6), ti(8)) and (x~+~@), 
ti+l(8)), we haae (u, w)(x, t) E R,(u+~@), w+i(S)). 
Proof. From (1.1) and (1.5), 
This proves the lemma; since R, is the integral curve of the vector field 
(1, a,) in @w-space. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 5.3. As S + 0, , (U-~(S), w-i(S)) -+ (uvi, wTi) and (u+~(S), w+~(S)) -+ 
u+~, w+~) for some constants (ui, wpi) and (u+~, w+i), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Moreover, 
I,, w+i) E Sl(U-8, w-i), ( u+i, w+i) E Rl(zp, wi”) mzdSi = u(z4-i, a-“; u+e’, w+i) = 
X,(u-i, w-i) = h,(u+‘, w,“), i = 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, (u-l(S), w-l(S)) -+ (ur , wJ as S + 0. By Lemma 3.3, 
(U+‘(S), 0+1(S)) -+ (u+r, v+‘) for some (u+l, w+l) E S,(u-r, w-l) and 
u(u-1, w-1; u+l, w+‘) = Sl , 
because O(U-l(S), w-f(S); u+r(S), w+r(S)) + sr as 6 + 0, . By condition (or), 
since A, is smooth, we have A,(u-~(S), W-~(S)) -+ sa as S + 0, . Now since 
(u+Y% w+YW - (u+l, w+l) as we just proved and 
(U-V), w-2(s)) E w+l(s), w+V)) 
by Lemma 5.2, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that (u-*(S), W-~(S)) --) (uP2, w-“) 
for some (uW2, w-“) and A,(u-~, w-“) = sa . The lemma is proved by induction. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. With same notations as in Lemma 5.3, we have rl . dA, # 0 
for all (u, w) E RJu+~, v+i) between (u+$, w+~) and (ui_+‘, vi+‘), i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Moreover, for (x, t) E B between Ai and A,,, , the solution (u, 0)(x, t) uniformly 
approaches the centered rarefaction wawes {(u,~, w+~); (z&l, WY’)} defined in 
Section 2. 
Proof. For fixed X = x/t, u small, denote by (z+(a), wA(u)) the value of 
(u, w) at (x, t) E C(a) with x/t = A. Then Al(u2(u), w,(u) -+ A as u -+ 0.: by 
condition (a). Since (u,(h), wJX)) E &(u+~, w+$) and (u+~, v+~) -+ (uL , ZI+), 
it follows from Lemma 3.3 that (u,(h), wO(h)) -+ (@(A), a(h)) for some 
(ii(h),ti(-(h)) on R 1 (u +i, w+“) and X,(z%(h), v(h)) = A. Therefore {(a(h), -@(A)) 1 si < 
h < siW1} is a portion of R,(u+i, w+~) connecting (u+~, w,!) and (I&+‘, w\+‘) with 
X = h,(r~(h), c(h)), si < h < s~+~ . This implies, by (2.4), that {(u,~, w+~); 
(ui+‘, w?‘)} forms a centered rarefaction wave and the lemma is proved. 
Similar results as in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 hold for the domain W, . 
LEMMA 5.5. The Riemann problem {(IQ , w,); (ur , or)) has a unique solution. 
Proof. The existence of the solution follows immediately from Lemma 5.3 
and 5.4. The uniqueness of the solution follows from Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
The results in the above lemmas are summed up in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (I(, w) be a piecewise continuous solution of (1.1) which 
hasJinite number of smooth lines of discontinuity and satisfies conditions (cu), (/3), 
and (y). Then lim,,o-(u, w)(x, 0) = (ZQ, wt) and limo-,,+(u, w)(x, 0) = (u,. , w,) 
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exist and the Riemannproblem {(ul , w,); u, , w,)} has a unique solution (&5)(x, t) 
in the class of centered simple waves. Moreover (u, w)(x, t) --f (i&5)(x, t) uniformly 
for (x, t) in the region outside arbitrary small neighborhood of A, ,..., A, and 
B I ,**., & as (x, t) - (0, 0). 
6. POTENTIALS 
For a piecewise continuous solution (u, w) of (1.1) we define the corre- 
sponding potentials (4, 4) as follows (cf. [S]): 
u dx - f (u, v) dt, 
v dx - g(u, w) dt. 
(6-l) 
By (1.3), 4 and # are defined independently of the path of integration. 
4 and # are continuous, V+ and VP are piecewise continuous, and 
$2: = % ct = -f(u, 4, 
*z = v, $4 = -g(u, v). 
It is to be noted that (u, w) determine (4, $) uniquely. Therefore, to 
prove that two solutions of (1 .l) are equal, we have only to show that the 
corresponding potentials are equal. 
7. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR ~-SYSTEM 
In this section, we prove the uniqueness theorem of the Cauchy problem for 
isentropic gas dynamics equations: 
Ut - v, = 0, 
(7.1) 
at + p(u)= = 0, t > 0, --oo<x<m, 
and, 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), v(x, 0) = Q(X). (7.2) 
Assume that p’ < 0 and p” has isolated zeros, so that conditions (1.4), (2.2), 
and (2.3) hold. We now state and prove the uniqueness theorem. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM (FORP-SYSTEM). The Cauchyproblem (7.1) and (7.2) 
has at most one piecewise continuous solution which satisfies extended entropy 
condition (E) across any discontinuity and conditions (cx), (p), and (y) of Section 4. 
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Proof. Let (c, a) and (E, v’) be two weak solutions of (7.1) and (7.2) 
satisfying assumptions of this theorem. To prove that two solutions are equal, 
we have to show that if (il, c)(x, t) = (E, E)(x, t) for 0 < t < T, then 
(u, a)(~, t) = (u’, C)(x, t) for 0 < t < T + 6 for some 6 > 0. To this end, 
we need only to prove the “local” uniqueness theorem, because the solutions 
are bounded, and so do the characteristic speeds. That is, we have to show 
that if (c, 8)(x, t) = (E, a)(~, t) for t = t, , x,, - l < x < x0 + E, then there 
exists 6 > 0 such that two solutions are equal for (x, t) in 
Q = {(x, t) I -x(t - to) - E < x - x,, < z(t - to) + c, t, < t < t, + 6). 
Here z is an upper bound for the absolute values of characteristic speeds of the 
solutions. Without loss of generality, we take (x,, , to) = (0,O) and choose E 
and 8 small enough so that (ti, @) and (E, V=) have the structures in Q as described 
in Section 4. 
We denote by ($, $) and (i, 6) th e corresponding potentials for (u, V) and 
(Z, a), respectively, and $ = I$ -i, # = $ - 4. From (6.2) 
~t=~-~~$~-$=~=*z, 
and 
Thus we have 
A t- 4 = 0, 
(7.3) 
where 
A = (p(u) - p(q)/@ - ii) when u # E 
= P’(P) when ii = U=. 
Since (ii; V) and (E, 6) have the same initial data for --E < x < E, it follows 
that 
d(X, 0) = 0, 
?J@, 0) = 0, --E < x < E. 
(7.4) 
It remains to prove that $ = 3 = 0 in Q. For this we use (7.3) and (7.4) 
and Haar’s method. 
By Theorem 5.1, (is, a) and (E, 5) have the same number of lines of dis- 
continuity in Q, namely, xi , Bj and $ , & , i = I,2 ,..., n and j = 1,2 ,..., m, 
respectively. We denote by Wi and vi , i = 1,2, the respective regions of 
rarefaction waves in Q, and Wi = Wa v wi , Ii = 1, n 1, , I, = 1, n 1, and 
1a = & n Ia . Let Z1(x, t)(LJx, t)) be the integral curve through (x, t) of the 
vector field (1, - dq) (( 1, 2/--A)). That is, Zi(x, t), i = 1, 2, are charac- 
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teristic curves for the system (7.3). We now make the following important 
claim. 
Claim. For any point (x, t) in Q, there exists (xi, 0) on &(x, t), 
--E < xi < E, i = 1,2. In other words, the “domain of dependence” of 
any point in Q is {(x, 0) 1 --E < x < l }. 
Proof. By our choice of z, if (xi , 0) exists, then the portion of &(x, t) 
connecting (x, t) and (xi , 0) is contained in Q. Since A is piecewise continuous, 
the point (xi , 0) always exists if we can show that at any point of dicontinuity 
((a, t) for (u; V) or (u’, v’), it is impossible to have 
or 
(--A@ - 0, r))lj2 < .s < (-A(% + 0, r))‘l” 
-(A@ - 0, t))‘/” < s < -(-A@ + 0, f))‘i2, 
(7.5) 
where s is the speed of discontinuity at (a, i). Suppose that (2, f) is a discon- 
tinuity point of (U, a), (u- , V-) = (U; 8)(x - 0, t), (U+ , V,) = (U; V)(% + 0, f) 
and (u, V) = (i& E)(n, i). Then (7.5) becomes 
i 
p(c) -p(u) 1/Z < p(u+) -P(K) 1/Z < P@+> - PO4 1’2 
u - u- ) ( IL - u., 1 ( u - U+ 1 ’ 
or (7.6) 
_ p(u-) - p(u) 
i 
1/Z < _ p(q) -P(K) 1/Z < _ PC@+) -P(U) lj2* 
u - u- 1 i u- - u+ ) ( I( - u+ ! 
If u lies between u+ and u- , then (7.6) does not hold because 
{(u- 3 v-i (u+ , v+)} satisfies condition (E) and for system (7.1) 
112 
4% , w1 ; u2 , w2) = + p(4 - p(u2) i . 112 - Ul 1 
If u does not lie between u+ and u- , then by simple geometric reasoning, 
(7.4) fails. This proves the claim. 
We now return to the proof of the uniqueness theorem. Write (7.1) and 
(7.2) in the characteristic form 
where 
h(x, 0) = 0, 
k(x, 0) = 0, -c < x < E, (7.8) 
h = 4 - (l/d--A 14, 
k =4 +(1/v’--A)$. (7.9) 
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Since + and # are continuous and A is piecewise continuous, thus h and 
k are discontinuous whenever (G, @) or (u’, 5) is discontinuous. For any 
discontinuous point (x, t) of (c, B) or (ii, e), set A+ = A(x + 0, t), A- = 
A(x - 0, t), (6, #) = (4, #)(x, t), h-. = h(x - 0, t), etc. Then 
h+-h-=(&- - 
l/JA+ *, ) 
1 
Kt-k_=(&y-2/-A- 
(7. IO) 
- (6. 
) 
Let V(t) = max{l h(x, r)l, [ K(x, f)l j (x, r) EQ, 0 < f < t>. The proof of 
the theorem will be complete if we can show that V(t) GZ 0 for 2 > 0 small 
enough. 
Let (x, t) be any point in IV, u I and 2,(x, t) the l-characteristic curve which 
passes through (a, 0), --E < 01 < B, whose existence was guaranteed by the 
Claim. Suppose that l,(x, t) meets the lines of discontinuity of (G, @) or (ii, E) 
at (xi , ti), i = 1, 2 ,... . From the proof of Lemma 5.4, we see that for (x, t) in 
WI , (-A(x, t))r/a - (x/t) = o(t). Therefore, for any (x, t) in WI U I and not 
in a small neighborhood of 2% and A, , Zr(x, t) between (x, t) and (0, a) lies 
entirely in W, u I. Integrating the first equation of (7.3) along Zr(x, t), we 
have 
h(x, t) = /c;‘:’ 21/--A ((A), + 1/--A (&I ) (h - k) dt 
.oL I 
(7.11) 
where the index i refers to the point (xi , tt). By Lemma 5.4, p”(is(x, t)) # 0 
and p”(ii(x, t)) # 0 for (x, t) in WI , and so da lies between (-p’(zi))1~2 
and ( -p’(u’))l/a. Therefore, by condition (a) and (y), 
I(-f(a))‘/” - m . < 7(t) and l(-p’(Z)1/2 - A I < r](t). 
Hence, by (4, (I% and (14, 
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and 
(7.12) 
where Cr = max{/(l/d-A)fi I, /(l/q---A); 1) is independent of (x, t). As for 
second term on the right-hand side of (7.1 l), we have 
< total variation of l/yA alon Zr(x, t) - 
where Ca(t) is an upper bound of the total variation of the speed of discon- 
tinuity along any line of discontinuity in the region {(x, T) 1 7 <. t}. Since we 
assume that every line of disconinuity is smooth, Cc(t) ---f 0 as t + 0, . It 
follows from (7.11), (7.12), and (7.13) that for some Ca(t) 3 0, 
lim,,s+ Ca(t) = 0, and 
I 4? 9 G G(t) w (7.14) 
for any (x, t) in W, v I outside a neighborhood N of & and is, . The inter- 
section of N with t = T is o(T) q(t). 
Let (x, t) be any point in W, v II, and Za(x, t) the 2-characteristic curve, 
intersecting xi at (gi, &), $ at (&, ii), and W, n I at (x,, , to). By simple 
geometric reasoning, t, > ct for some constant 1 >, c > 0. Let d/dZz be the 
derivative along &(x, t). Then the second equation of (7.7) implies: 
- - 
(d/d~,)(d--A k) = ((d--A)t - d--A (d--A)& (7.15) 
When (x, t) is in 1, then Z(x, t) between (0, j3) and (x, t) does not intersect 
2; or Ai , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Therefore, integrating (7.15) along Zz(x, t) we have 
- - 
(--A@, t))“’ k(x, t) = s,;;;’ ((d--A )t - d--A (d--A )Jh dt 
and so by condition (y) and (7.15), there exists C4(t) = o(t) such that 
I 4x> 9 + I 4x, t)l G G(t) W) for (x, t) in I. (7.16) 
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When (x, t) is in W, - N, then, integrating (7.15) along I,(%, t), we have 
1(--A@, w2 4% t>l 
< IS $;;:) 
-__ 
((6-A )t - d--A (d--A ),)h dt / 
+ I /(r;:’ - ~ - 
((d-A )t - d--A (d--A ),)h dt 
+ T I( (-A(& : 0, &))1/2 - (-A& 1 0, Q)1/2 ) +w ’ t-) 
+ T I( (-A(& : 0 d))1/2 - 9 2 (--A(& A 0, &))1/2 
)SFi,i,)j* 
Since t, > ct, it follows from condition (/3) and (7.14) that 
IS * ,:‘1& ((d--A), - d--A (v’=-),)h dt 1 
< C&) D [K ln + + Lt f(t) dt] W). (7.18) 
By condition (y), the second terms in the right-hand side of (7.17) is o(t) V(t). 
From Theorem 5.1, (--A@, t))lj2 - (x/t) = o(t) for all (x, t) in WI - N 
except possibly (-A(xs - 0, r0))l12 - (x,/t,,) # o(t,,). However, from (7.16), 
1 $(x0 , to)1 = o(t) V(t). Therefore the third and fourth terms on the right- 
hand side of (7.17) are both o(t) V(t). From (7.16), (7.17), and (7.18), we have 
I 4% t)l G G(t) w (7.19) 
for all (x, t) in (W, u 1r) - N and for some C’s(t) = o(t) as t + 0, . 
Since the intersection of N with t = T is o(T) q(T), it follows that (7.19) 
holds for all (x, t) in WI u I. Similarly, we have for all (x, t) in W, u III, 
I 4% 41 < G(t) w 
for some C&t) = o(t) as t -+ 0, . 
(7.20) 
To obtain estimates for h and k in region II, we assume that for (x, t) 
on WI n 11, t > 0 small, s, < -(---A@ + 0, t))li2, and for (x, t) on W, n II, 
zl > (--A(x - 0, t))l” where s, is the shock speed of Am (or A,) at (0, 0) 
and & is the shock speed of & (or &) at (0, 0). The other cases are treated 
similarly. Under these assumptions, for a given (x,, , t,,) on WI n II, t,, > 0 
small, there exist sequences ((xi, ti)} and {xi , tJ, i = 0, 1,2,..., such that 
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(-+, ti) E 4dxt 9 ti), (31 Y i t ) E II(xi-l, tiMI) and ti > ti > t,-, > 0. From (7.9) 
we have at (x0, t,), 
21/-A- -- 
‘+ = dx + d--A+ 
k-+ l/-At_-+-& h,, (721) 
y/-A, -l- d--A- ’ 
and at (x”, to), 
2&-A, he= - d/--A_-dUI--A, -- 
d--A, + d--A- 
h+ + d-A- + dx k- . (7.22) 
Since (x0, to) and (A@, to) are connected by &(x0 , t,), (7.7) and (y) imply 
I 4, + 0, to) - 4x” - 0, toll 4 C,(Y) v(t) (7.23) 
for some C,(t) = o(t) as t -+ 0, . Let 
L = max 
I 
2(--A(%, t))1’2 
(-A@, t))l12 + (-A@‘, t’))l12 /(+Q, (U,EQI> 
M = max 
II 
(-A@, t))lj2 - (A(x’, t’))1’2 
(-A(x, t)y2 + (--A(%‘, t’))li2 1 1 (x, t> EQ, (x’, t’) ‘PI 9 
and 
C(t) = max{Ci(t’) ( 0 < t’ < t, i = I,2 ,..., 7). 
It is clear that M < 1 and C(t) = o(t) as t -+ 0,. From (7.20), 
I k(xo - 0, 44 d wo> wo> and similarly, 1 h(x” + 0, P)l < C(P) V(e). 
Therefore, by (7.21), (7.22), and (7.23), 
1 k(x, + 0, to)1 0 3 .Wo) V(4,) + M2 I &+’ - 0, t’)l. (7.24) 
Inductively, we have for any positive integer i, 
I k(xo + 0, to)1 < 6iLC(&J V(t,) + M4i I k(xi + 0, ti)l. (7.25) 
Since M < 1, we can choose i large enough so that M45 < 6. For such a’, 
choose to > 0 small enough so that 6iLC(t,) < 6. This is possible, because 
C(t,) = o(t,). With such choices of i and t,, , we have for any (x, t) on 
w, n II, t < to ) 
I k(x + 0, 91 < t v(t). (7.26) 
Similarly, for (x, t) on W2 17 II, t < to, 
1 h(x - 0, t)l < ; v(t). (7.27) 
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Finally by (7.14), (7.19), (7.20), (7.26), and (7.27), we have for any (x, t) 
in Q, t < to, 
for some Cs(t) = o(t) as t -+ 0, . This implies that 
V(t) < $ v(t) + G(t) w. (7.29) 
Therefore V(t) z 0 for t > 0 small enough. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
8. THE UNIQWNE~S THEOREM FOR GENERAL 2 x 2 GENUINELY 
NONLINEAR CONSERVATION LAWS 
In this section we consider the Cauchy problem of general 2 x 2 con- 
sevation laws. 
and 
ut +f(u, w), = 0, 
t 2 0, --co<X<oO, (8-l) 
wt + g(u, 4 = 0, 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), 
-m<x<co. (8.2) 
+x, 0) = we(x), 
We assume that (8.1) is genuinely nonlinear, i.e., yi . dh, # 0, i = 1,2. 
We also assume that for any points (G, a) and (u’, 5) in U, there exist (Al, v’) 
and (ua, rP) in U, smooth functions of (ZZ, B) and (u’, a), such that 
f(zz, a) - f(u’, a) = f&l, ol)(t2 - u’) + f&2, wl)(B - q, 
g(iz, ti) - g(ii, i7) = gu(u2, w2)(ii - q + g,(u2, P.12>(a - q, 
(241, w’) = (US, w2) = (iE, v) when (c, a) = @i, 8). 
(Al) 
Let pi < p2 be the eigenvalues with corresponding left eigenvectors 
(1, b,(P, al; u2, w2)) and (1, b,(P, al; u2, w2)) of the matrix 
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Sincef, < 0 andg, < 0 by (1.4) we have b, > 0 > b, . We further require 
the functions f and g to satisfy 
642) 
for any two points PI = (ur, vr; 13, v2) and P2 = (G, 9; 2i2, G2). 
We note that (A,) is satisfied by a large class of functions f and g because 
of the mean value theorem. (A,) is satisfied when f (u, v) = f(v) andg(u, v) = 
g(u) or when U is a small neighborhood of a constant. 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose that (8.1) ’ g zs enuinely nonlinear. Then the solution 
of the Riemann problem has at most two shocks and each shock is not contact 
continuity, that is, each shock {(u- , v-); (u+ , v+)} satisfies: 
M- > v-1 > s > h(u+ , v+), 
Or 
h,O-, v-1 > s > A,@+ > v+), 
(8.4) 
where S is the shock speed. 
Lemma 8.1 is proved by simple geometric reasoning and by the use of 
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [6, 91). We omit the proof. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM (FOR GENERAL SYSTEM). Suppose that system (8.1) 
is genuinely nonlinear and satisfies (1.4), (2.2), (A,), and (A,). Then the Cuuchy 
problem (8.1) and (8.2) has at most one piecer&e continuous weak solution 
which satis$es conditions (a), (p), and (y) of Section 4 and the extended entropy 
condition (E) across any discontinuity. 
Proof. Suppose that (g, V) and (Z, E) are two weak solutions of (8.1) 
and (8.2). Similar to the proof of the uniqueness theorem for p-system in 
Section 7, we have only to prove the uniqueness theorem in the set Q described 
in Section 7. 
Let (d;, 6) and (4, 6) be the potentials of (is, @) and (E, E), respectively, 
and + = $ - & 4 = $ - J. From (6.2) and (A,), we have 
and 
4(x, 0) = 4(x, 0) = 0, --E<X<E, (8.6) 
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where 
M = (,f$; ;:;; f$ g. 
, 
Since fV < 0 and g, < 0, (8.5) is hyperbolic. Let (1, iii) and pi , i = 1,2, 
be the left eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of A. Equations (8.5) and (8.6) have 
characteristic forms: 
ht + Plht = b%h + P.,w&~ - wii, - a, 
h + PA = w,>t + P2bw(~ - w4 - %JY (8.7) 
h(x, 0) = K(x, 0) = 0, -•E<X<E, G3.8) 
where h = 4 + &,!I and K = 4 + (2,#. 
As before, let &(x, t) be the i-characteristic curve through (x, t). One of 
key points in our proof is the following. 
Cluitn. For any (x, t) in Q there exist (xi , 0) on &(x, t), --E < xi < E. 
Proof. Suppose that (c, ti) and (u’, v’) have 2-chocks 2 2 issued from 
(0, 0), respectively. If (x, t) E B and lies to the right of 3, then by Theorem 
5.1, p& + 0, t) - X,((@, 6) (x + 0, t)) = o(t). By Lemma 8.1, 
W-4 @I (x + 0, 4) < s(x, t) w h ere S(X, t) is the speed of discontinuity for 
(u, 5) at (x, t). Therefore we have, for t small, 
cL2(x + 0, t) -=I qx, t). (8.9) 
Similarly, when (x, t) E 2 lies to the left of 2, then 
I& - , t) > qx, t). (8.10) 
Analogous results also hod for l-shocks. The claim follows from (8.9) 
and (8.10). 
We now return to the proof of the uniqueness theorem. From (8.1), we have 
0, + bJz = bJ/f&>(% + Jbb)’ (8.11) 
To finish the proof, we note that, since (ul, z+) and (u2, TP) are smooth 
functions of (ii, v) and (u’, Z), a(?/&, %/a~, aZ/ati, and &Z/a5 are bounded, 
and that 
4 + b+h = k-4 + PLUG] (aqq + [et + pia (aa/aq 
+ [iit + piiizj (aiqaa) + [q + pFLi5zj (aiqq. (8.12) 
Therefore the theorem is proved by the use of Theorem 5.1, (8.11), (8.12), 
and the same techniques used in the proof of the uniqueness theorem in 
Section 7. Assumption (A,) is used to obtain estimates analogous to (7.26). 
We omit the details. Q.E.D. 
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